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Abstract.
Suppose B is a closed, densely denned linear operator on a Hilbert
space and a > 0 . Denote {z\ | Im(z)| < b} by Hf,.
We show that B has an H°°(Hi,) functional calculus, for all b > a, if
and only if iB generates a strongly continuous group of operators of exponential type a. We obtain specific upper bounds on ||/(5)||,
in terms of

sup{e-*l'l||c''B|| \t e R} .
Corollaries include the spectral theorem for closed operators on a Hilbert
space and a generalization of a result due to Mcintosh relating imaginary powers
and H°° functional calculi.

I. Introduction
The spectral theorem for unbounded operators on a Hilbert space asserts an
equivalence between an operator iB generating a (uniformly) bounded strongly
continuous group and B having a Q(R) functional calculus (this then implies
that B is a scalar type spectral operator). In this paper, we show that, on a
Hilbert space, iB generating an arbitrary strongly continuous group of bounded
operators is equivalent to B having a functional calculus defined for H°° of
a horizontal strip. More specifically, if we write H$ for {z\ |Im(z)| < <p}, iB
generates a strongly continuous group of exponential type co if and only if B
has an H00^^) functional calculus for all cf>> a>. The usual spectral theorem
is a corollary of our result.
It is interesting that the holomorphic, or sectoral, analogue of these results is
false; that is, there exist generators of bounded strongly continuous holomorphic
semigroups on a Hilbert space that do not have H°° of a sector (where the
spectrum of the generator is contained) functional calculi (see [16, 1]). This
would seem to imply that, in some sense, a strongly continuous group is "better"
than a strongly continuous holomorphic semigroup, or a strip is better than a
sector.
Another corollary of our results in this paper is a generalization of a result due
to Mcintosh [15]. We show that, on a Hilbert space, A has bounded imaginary
powers of exponential type 6 < n/2 ifandonlyif A has an //°°(5^) functional
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calculus, V0 > 8 , where Sg = {z\\ arg(z)| < 8}, without assuming that A is of

type 8 (see Definition 1.3).
Some interesting work on H°° functional calculi appears in [1, 4, 6, 11,
functional
calculus, for some 8 < n, and is equivalent on a Hilbert space, is having
bounded imaginary powers. This property and many interesting applications
have been studied recently in [1, 9, 10, 15, 17, 19]. A Banach space analogue
of the spectral theorem appears in [2].
In §11we present some preliminary results on how to construct a functional
calculus for B, on any Banach space, and what properties this functional calculus has. This is a special case of a sort of unbounded version of the RieszDunford functional calculus that is introduced in [8]. This enables us to define
eB explicitly and gets our functional calculus started.
Throughout this paper, all operators are linear on a Banach space X. The
space B(X) will be all bounded operators from X into itself. We will write
p(A) for the resolvent set of the operator A , a (A) for the spectrum, 3(A)
for the domain, and Im(^4) for the image.
15, 16, 18]. A property that is weaker than having an Hcc(Sg)

Definition 1.1. Suppose & is a Banach algebra of complex-valued functions, A
is an operator, and there exists complex X e p(A) such that gx(z) = (A- z)_1 e

F.
Then A has a !? functional calculus if there exists a continuous algebra
homomorphism, / h->f(A), from &" into B(X), such that X e p{A) and
gx(A) = (X- A)~x whenever gk e 9~.

Definition 1.2. If Q is a (possibly unbounded) region in the complex plane,

then H§°{Q) = H°°(n) n C0(Q).
Definitions 1.3. Suppose A is densely defined.
(a) If 0 < 0 < n, A is said to be of type 6 if, v>' > 8, a (A) C 5"^, and
{||z(z - ^)_1|| |z ^ Sv) is bounded.
Note that, for 0 < 6 < n/2, this is equivalent to —A generating a bounded
strongly continuous holomorphic semigroup of angle (n/2 - 6). The adjective
"bounded" means that, V0 < (n/2-d),
WM^ such that \e~zA\ < Af0 , Vz € 50 .
This class of operators has received a good deal of recent attention in connection with an operator having bounded imaginary powers or, what is stronger
in general and equivalent on a Hilbert space, having an H°°(SV/) functional
calculus, \>y > 0. Because of the close relationship between this particular
functional calculus and being of type 6 , and in order to have more streamlined
terminology, we make the following definition:
(b) For 0 < 6 < n, we will say that A is of super type 6 if, \fn > y > 6,
A has an H°°(SV) functional calculus.
We would also like to introduce analogous definitions for generators of
strongly continuous groups.
(c) If 6 > 0, we will say that B is of horizontal type 6 if iB generates a
strongly continuous group of exponential type 8 ; that is, v> > 0 , 3MV such
that \\eisB\\KMye^,
Vs eR.
We think of type 8 , in (a), as sector type 8 .
(d) If 8 > 0, we will say that B is of horizontal super type 8 if B has an
H°°(HV) functionasl calculus, v> > 8 .
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Note that, in (a)-(d), replacing H°° by Hfi° does not change the definition.
It is not hard to show that, if A is of (horizontal) super type 8 , then A is
of (horizontal) type 8 .

II. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, C will be a bounded, injective operator.

Definition 2.1. A strongly continuous family of bounded operators {W(t)}t>o
is a C-regularized semigroup if W(0) = C and W(t)W(s) = W(t + s)C,

Vs, t > 0.
The generator is defined by

Ax = C~l (lim W(t)x - Cx J
with maximal domain; that is, ^(/i) equals the set of all x for which the limit
exists and is in Im(C).
The generator is automatically closed.
We think of W(t) as being e,AC.

Definition 2.2. The C-resohent set Pc(A) for A is the set of all complex X
such that (X- A) is injective and Im(C) C lm(X - A).
Thus the operator (X - A)~XC is defined everywhere, for X e Pc(A), and is
bounded, if A is a closed operator.
We will also write Oq(A) for the C-spectrum of A, the complement of

Pc(A).
Definitions 2.3, 2.5, and 2.7 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 are special cases of the
construction in [8].
Definition 2.3. Suppose that there exists X e pc(A) such that gx(z) =
(X-z)~l e9.
A C-regularized 9 functional calculus for A is a map T from

& into B(X) such that (Yf)(Yg) = (r(fg))C,

V/, g e 9, and Xe pc(A),

with Vgx = (X-A)~XC, VA such tht gx € 9~.
We think of Tf as being f(A)C.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose B is of horizontal type 8 > 0, (j>> 8, and f is holomorphic on H,p and maps H^ into a left half-plane. Then

WftX(t)=l

e'f^(w-Brl

dw

(8<v<4>)

(X ^ HQ) defines an exponentially bounded (X-B)~2-regularized

semigroup.

Definition 2.5. If B and / are as in Lemma 2.4, then f(B) is defined to be
the generator of {Wfx(t)}t>o ■ It is shown in [8] that this is independent of X.

Lemma 2.6. Suppose B is of horizontal type 8 > 0. Let C = (X- B)~2 (X £
Hg). The map f >->f(B), where f is as in Lemma 2.4, has the following
properties:
(1) gx(B) = (X-B)-\
\/X i Hg, where gx(w) = (X- w)~' .

(2) When f(w) is 0((l + \w\)~2), f(B)eB(X)

f(B)= f

JdHv

and is given by

f(w)(W-B)-1^-

wnl
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(3) When (fg)(w) is 0((\+ \w\)~2), with f, g mapping into a left half-

plane, \m(g(B))Q 3S(f(B)), with f(B)g(B) = (fg)(B) £ B(X).
(4) ac(f(B))cf(He).
(5) Vq>> 8, B has a C-regularized //°°(//0)

functional calculus given by

Tf = f(B)C (|Im(A)|>0).
(6) C(2f(f(B))) is dense.
Definition 2.7. When B is of horizontal type 8, 0 < 8 < n/2, eB will be
g(B), defined by Definition 2.5, where g(z) = ez.
That is, if C = (X- B)~2 (X $ He), -eB is defined to be the generator of
the bounded C-regularized semigroup

By Lemma 2.6, ac(eB) CSg~, and C(9S(eB)) is dense.
Proposition 2.8. Suppose Im(C) is dense. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) B is closed and has a C-regularized 9 functional calculus V such that

\\(Tf)x\\< MWWrWCxW
and f(B)C = Yf, Vx€l,/e^.
(b) B has an 9 functional calculus, with \\f(B)\\ < M\\f\\r,

V/e^".

Proof. The implication (b) -> (a) is clear. For (a) —>(b), for / e 9,

Im(C), define f(B)x = (Yf)C~xx. Clearly \\f(B)x\\ < M||/||^||x||.
since Im(C) is dense, f(B)

x £

Thus,

may be extended to a bounded operator on X,

with the same paper bound on the norm.

Suppose X e Pc(B) and gx € 9.

To conclude the proof, it is sufficient to

show that X e p(B), since it is clear that f(B)C = Tf, Mf € 9,

and Im(C)

is dense.
Since B is closed and (X-B) is injective, it is sufficient to show that (X-B)
is surjective. Fix x £ X. By our construction, gx(B) is a bounded extension of
(X-B)~l
from Im(C) to X. Choose a sequence xn e Im(C) converging to
x . Let yn = {X- B)~lx„. Then yn —>gkx, and (X- B)yn -> x . Since (X- B)
is closed, this implies that gxx £ 2)(B) and (X - B)gxx = x, as desired. □
The following shows how we may switch back and forth between sectors and
horizontal strips.

Corollary 2.9. Suppose B is of horizontal type 8, 0 < 8 < n/2.

Then the

following are equivalent if 8 <</>< n/2:
(a) B has an //q°(//0) functional calculus, with ||/(5)|| < M\\f\\H°o(H{i)).
eB has an H§c(S(j>) functional calculus, with \\f(eB)\\ < M\\f\\Hoo^Sitiy

(b)

Proof. Let C = (X-B)~2 (X (/TTg). By Lemma 2.6(5), B has a C-regularized
//^(T/^) functional calculus. Thus eB has a C-regularized //q0^)
calculus given by T(eB) = (f° g)(B)C (g{z) = ez).
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Thus, by Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.6 (a) is equivalent to having

\\f(B)Cx\\ < M\\Cx\\WWh-w ,

V/ £ H§°(Ht),

while (b) is equivalent to having

\\(fog)(B)Cx\\ < M\\Cx\\ \\(fog)\\H^w ,
Since g(H(j)) = S^ , this concludes the proof.

V/ 6 H§°(S<,).

□

Lemma 2.10. Suppose 0 < 8 < n/2 and

(1) Pc(A)cSg;
(2) 3 a constant K such that

f \(A(A2+ r2)~lCx , C*x*)\ dr < Kn\\Cx\\ \\C*x*\\,
Jr
Vx£X,

x* £ X*;

(3) A has a C-regularized Ho°(Sg) functional calculus T such that

((Yf)x, C*x*) = f f(-ir)(A(A2 + r2)~xCx, C*x*)—,
Vxel,

x* £X*;

(4) Im(C) is dense in X, and Im(C*) is dense in X*;

(5) A is closed.
Then there exists an H§c(SKi2) functional calculus for A such that \\f(A)\\ <

tf H/IU and f(A)C = Yf, Vf £ H$°(Sn/2).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.8.

□

Lemma 2.11. Suppose A = eB , where B is of horizontal type 8, 0 < 8 < n/2,

and C = (X\- A)~X(X2
- B)~2 for some X\ $. Se , X2 <fcEg .
Let f(A) = (/o g)(B), where g(z) = ez. Then

(f(A)Cx,x*)=

Vl£l,
Proof.

[ f(-ir)(A(A2

+ r2)-lCx,x*)^,

X* £ X* , f £ i/°°(50) , <j>>6.

2ni(f(A)Cx,x*)
= (

ReW) ((w-B)-xx

x*)

dW

- L (//H>)ra('2+{eW)2)~ 't){{w - Brix>*><ra
= / '(-"0
h

/
71-^{r2
JdHt (M ~e )

+ (ew)2r\(w

- B)~xx, x*)—--rj(2Wr)
2ni(X2 - w)2

= 2i f f(-ir)(A(r2 + A2)~lCx, x*) dr. D
Jr
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Lemma 2.12. Suppose B is of horizontal type 8 < n. Then
(eB)x'2(eB + o))~xx = -%= [ co-2's(e27ls + e-2ns)-[e2lsBxds,

v<yJr
for x£2S(B2),

a i (-oo,0].

Proof. Fix X $. Hg and y/ such that 8 < i// < Im(A).
Let y = (X- B)2x.
-4= f co-2is(e2ns + e-2nsyxe2isB{X-B)-2yds

= -4= I (o-2is(e2ns+ e~2KS)-1I e2,sw(w - fl)-'j;„

V(oJr

= [

Jh¥

\^=

dw

( co-2is(e2ns + e-2ns)~x e2isw ds] (w - B)~xy^

Jh,1>/vJr

x, ds

2ni(X-w)2

J

= (eB)x'2(eB + co)-x(X - B)~2y = (eB)x'2(eB + coyxx.

.dw

„

2ni(X-w)2

D

Remark 2.13. The integral transform in Lemma 2.12 appears in [5, Corollary
3.5] for what they call the analytic generator of B . This helped motivate Lemma
3.1 in the next section. It is natural to conjecture that eB equals the analytic
generator of B, but the proof of this does not seem to be obvious. It is not
hard to show that the analytic generator is an extension of eB restricted to
3(B2eB); however, this may or may not be a core for eB . In general, if an
operator A generates a C-regularized semigroup and Im(C) is dense, it is an
open question whether C(3t(A)) is a core for A .

III. Main results
Throughout this section, X will be a Hilbert space.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose iB generates a strongly continuous group, with \\elsB\\ <
Mea^ , for some 0 < a < n/2. Then A = eB is as in Lemma 2.10, with
l-OO

K = 8M2 /

e4as(e2ns + e~2ns)~x ds,

8 = a,C = (Xi -A)-X(X2-B)~2, for some A, i~S~a,X2i H~a.
Proof. By Lemma 2.6(4), A satisfies Lemma 2.10(1).
For Lemma 2.10(2) choose a - it, t > 0, r = 2In/, and x £ 2(B2)
Lemma 2.12

in

y/e7i2Ax/2(A + ier/2)-xx
= 2W —

f e-i^enSp2isBx^2nS

since 5 h->[ense2isBx(e2ns + e-2ns)-[]

+ g-lnsyl-^^

.

is in L2(R, X), the Plancherel Theorem
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implies that
/•oo

/

\\A*'2(A + it)-lx\\2dt

Jo

= [

JLr/2Al/2(A + ier'2)-lx

dr

= f 4n\\[eKSe2,sBx{e2ns + e-2ns)-x]\\2ds

Jr

< 4nM2\\x\\2 f e(2«+4«|*|)(e2w +e-2nsy2ds
JR

r°

= 4nM2\\x\\2

/

e(2ns-4aS)^2ns

+ p-2nSy2

d$

J —oo
/•OO

_l_ /

e{2ns+4as)/e2ns + e-2ns\-2

Jo

^

/•oo

= 4nM2\\x\\2

/

Jo

e(-2™+4™)(e2™ + e-2ns)~2 + e(2^+^as)(e2^

+ e~2nsy2 ds

/■OO

= 4nM2\\x\\2

/

e4as(e2ns + e-2nsyl

ds.

Jo
Identically,
/•OO

/

/>oo

||(^*)1/2(^*

+ /0~1x*||2^<47rM2||x||2

/

Jo

e4as(e2ns + e-2nsylds,

Jo

for jc* £ 3((B*)2).
Thus, for x £ X, x* £ X*,
"t

Jr

\(A(A2 + t2yxCx,C*x*)\dt

"I^

J

r r°°
= 2
\(A(A2 + t2y[Cx,C*x*)\dt

L ^o

/•oo

= 2/

i^

"I2

K^'^^ + zo-'Cx, (^*)1/2(^*+ /0"'C*x*)|^
/•oo

< 2/

. Jo

< ^AT2

1 r

ll^/^-HO-'CxH2^

/»oo

/

J L^o

f°°e4as(e2ns + e~2nsyxds\

IK^'j'^^' + iO-'C'x'H2^
||Cx||2||C*x*||2.

Lemma 2.10(3) now follows from Lemma 2.11.
By Lemma 2.6(6), if C, = (X2- By2, then CX(3(A)) is dense. But
C\(3(A)) is contained in Im(C), since, for y £ 3(A), C\y = C(X\ - A)y.
Thus Lemma 2.10(4) is also valid. □
The following is a version of our results that states the relationship between
the rate of growth of the group and the upper bound on the norm of the functional calculus explicitly. Part (2) is valid on any Banach space.

Theorem 3.2. (1) Suppose iB generates a strongly continuous group, with \\e'sB\\
< Me"\s\, for some 0 < a. Then Vb > a, B has an Ho°(Hb) functional calcu-

lus, with

\\f{B)\\<K{M,a,b)\\f\\H~{Hh),
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where

4M2

K{M,a,b) = ^V
;
n

r°°

eas/b

—^-rds.
(e* + e-s)

J0
(2) Suppose B has an Ho°(Ha) functional calculus, with
||/0B)|| < M\\f\\H~{Ha).
Then iB generates a strongly continuous group, with \\elsB\\< Mea^ .
Proof. For (1), let a = n/2b, so that aa < n/2 Lemmas 3.1 and 2.10 and
Corollary 2.9 imply that aB has an H£°(Hn/2) functional calculus, with
/•OO

\\f(aB)\\<

SnM2

e4aas(e2*s + e~2"syl ds UWh^h^)
Jo
for / 6 H§°{H„2). Thus, for g £ H~(Hn/2a),

,

/•OO

\\g(B)\\<

SnM2

e4aas(e2*s + e-2*syXds

Jo
and (1) now follows by substituting

\\g\\H~(Hnlla),

n/2b for a.

For (2), note that
||(2-5)-"||<M/(|Im(z)|-fl)",
VneN, | Im(z)| > a . By the Hille-Yosida theorem, to show that iB generates
a strongly continuous group such that \\elsB\\ < Mea^ , all that remains is to
show that B is densely defined. For x, y £ H, since the map /1-» (f(B)x, y)
is a bounded linear functional on Ho°(Ha), 3 a complex-valued measure p of
bounded variation on Ha such that

(f(B)x,y)=j

f(w)dp(w) Vf£C0(7Ta)r\H°°(Ha).
Jh9

By dominated convergence,

lim (it(it + B)~xx, y) = \
<^°°

lim it(it + w)~x dp(w) =

JHa '^°°

Since (it + B)~lx £ 2(B),

dp(w) = (x,y).
JHa

V7, this concludes the proof.

□

Corollary 3.3 (Spectral Theorem). Suppose iB generates a bounded strongly
continuous group. Then B is a scalar-type spectral operator with real spectrum.
Proof. Suppose \\eisB\\< M, ViGR.
By Theorem 3.2(1), with a = 0, for
any g holomorphic and converging to zero at infinity, in a horizontal strip
containing the real line,

||g(5)||<M2sup{|£(r)||/-eR}.
Since such functions are dense in C0(R), this shows that B has a Cn(R) functional calculus. Since X is reflexive, this implies that B is a scalar type spectral
operator with real spectrum. □
Remark 3.4. Note that, when iB generates a group of isometries, Theorem 3.2
implies, as in the proof of Corollary 3.3, that

||/(5)|| < ll/IU V/gC„(R).
Even when B is a bounded operator, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 are
surprising, in that they give much more information than could be obtained
from the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus.
In the next theorem, (b) -» (a) is valid in any Banach space.
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Theorem 3.5. The following are equivalent, for any co > 0:
(a) B is of horizontal type co.
(b) B is of horizontal super type co.
Proof,

(a) -» (b) follows from Theorem 3.2(1), and (b) -» (a) follows from

Theorem 3.2(2). □
Definition 3.6. We will say that A has a strongly continuous group of bounded
imaginary powers if there exists an operator B such that iB generates a strongly
continuous group and A = eB . Then A's = e'sB .
The following generalizes [15, §8, (b) <->(c)] by removing the hypothesis

that A be of type 8 from (a).
Corollary 3.7. The following are equivalent, if 0 < 8 < n\
(a) A has a strongly continuous group of bounded imaginary powers of exponential type 8 < n.

(b) A is of super type 8 .
Proof. Corollary 2.9 and Theorem 3.5. □
IV. Examples

Example 4.1. For e > 0, let X = H2(HE), the set of all functions f:He->
C holomorphic on HE such that the map x h->f(x ± ie) is in L2(R). Let
Bf(z) = zf(z), with maximal domain; that is, iB generates
eitBf(z) = eltzf(z)
(z£H~£,t£R).
Then B is of horizontal super type e and Hq°(Hc) is the largest Banach
algebra 9 for which B has an 9 functional calculus.
Thus, even on a Hilbert space, our results are the best possible for generators
of strongly continuous groups that are not uniformly bounded.
Example 4.2. For 1 < p < oo, let iB = d/dx,

the generator of translation on

LP(R).
For p = 1, eB is not of type 6 < n (see [14]; here one may show directly
with Fourier multiplier theory that the analytic generator is an extension of
eB). Using multiplier theory, it is shown in [6] that
(1) for 1 < p < oo, eB is of type zero,
(2) for p ^ 2, eB does not have an H°°(Sg) functional calculus, for any
8 between 0 and n.
Thus B does not have an H°°(Hg) functional calculus, for p ^ 2, although
B is of horizontal type zero. Thus the phenomena of this paper appear to be
natural only to Hilbert spaces, even for generators of bounded strongly continuous groups.

Example 4.3. Choose a function co from R into [0, oo) such that
co(x + t)
.. „
sup
,
' < oo V? 6 R.
X6R

0)(X)

For example, co(x) = ex , but not co(x) = ex . Let X = L2(R, co(x) dx); that
is,

(f,g)=

[ f(x)gJx~)co(x)dx.

Jr
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Then it may be shown that translation is strongly continuous on X. Let iB be
the generator. Then by our results, iB is of super horizontal type e, where

1. [
co(x + t)~
e = sup - log sup--——
.
teR t

[xeR

co(x)

_
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